Hillary Clinton Calls for
‘Incivility’
Toward
Republicans
While
the
Washington Post Denies LeftWing Violence Exists, Despite
Video Proof
Hillary Clinton, the most recent Democratic presidential
candidate and leader of her party, openly endorsed viciousness
against her political opponents. She said that civility can
return once Democrats regain some power in the House or
Senate. Meanwhile, the Washington Post is trying to peddle
fake news by claiming that Republicans have “cast” resistance
against President Trump as angry leftist mobs, and that all of
their violence and fury are an illusion created by Republicans
to win the midterm elections. The Washington Post made the
absurd claim in the face of numerous videos of screaming
progressives chasing Republicans out of restaurants,
Congressman Steve Scalise was shot and seriously wounded by a
Bernie Sanders supporter, leftist riots on campuses have
stopped speaking appearances by conservatives, and just this
weekend, groups of hysterical young people yelled at
politicians on Capitol Hill and then raged at the doors of the
Supreme Court over the confirmation of Judge Kavanaugh. The
Washington Post blames the criticism of left-wing mobs on
racism by whites who oppose the changing culture and

demographics due to mass immigration. The reality is that
Antifa and other leftist groups are the youth wing of the
Democratic Party.

Vancouver, Washington: Antifa
Is Suspected of Vandalizing
and Torching a Truck with
Pro-Trump Bumper Stickers
YOURCOMMENTSHERE
A man in Vancouver, WA, just north of Portland returned to the
bar he had left his truck at the night before to find charred
remains of what used to be his Nissan Titan. On the previous
night, Johnny MacKay opted to take an UBER home rather than
take to the roads under the influence. He left his truck in
the parking lot, expecting to drive it back the next day.
Except some anti-Trump terrorists got it to first, setting it
on fire.
A woman who lives across the street captured video of the

truck ablaze at some point during the night.
Read full article here…

Illegal Immigrant Births Cost
Taxpayers $2.4 Billion Per
Year, While the Border Wall
Is Put on Hold
The Center for Immigration Studies reports that there are an
estimated 300,000 births by illegal aliens each year that cost
to American taxpayers $2.4 billion! The average cost of a
birth is $12,000, and two-thirds of illegal aliens use
taxpayer-funded welfare because they lack insurance.
Meanwhile, the government spends less on the Wall to protect
our border than the billions that are spent on people who are
living in the US illegally.

